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PROJECT PROPOSAL 

BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT  

Driver gene identification is central to understanding carcinogenesis and patient management. In colorectal 
cancer (CRC) only a handful of major drivers is established (e.g. APC, KRAS, TP53) and the full complement of 
molecular lesions sufficient to cause CRC, and explain its diversity is unknown [The Cancer Genome Atlas 
Network]. Efforts are being directed to systematically analyse the non-coding genome for cancer-driving 
mutations for a number of cancers [Melton, 2015; Mifsud, 2015; Weinhold, 2014; Frediksson, 2014; Rheibay, 
2017] . The size of the non-coding genome places a high burden on robustly establishing statistical significance. 
Cis-regulatory regulatory elements (CREs) influencing gene expression [Rao, 2014] represent a highly-enriched 
subset of the non-coding genome in which to identify non-coding drivers.  The aim of this proposal is to define the 
regulatory landscape of CRC by using high-throughput chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) and to map CREs. 
Integrating this information with whole genome sequence data from the 100,000 Genomes Project 
(https://www.genomicsengland.co.uk/the-100000-genomes-project/) to identify and characterise non-coding 
drivers for CRC.  This project will develop ideas recently articulated in our recent work [Orlando, 2018]. 

 

PROJECT AIMS  

 To characterise the regulatory landscape of colorectal cancer from physical interactions between promoters 
and enhancer elements. 

 To screen these elements for somatic mutations for somatic mutations using publicly available whole genome 
sequence data from the 100,000 Genomes Project.  

 To characterise a subset of somatic mutations in silico, in vitro and in vivo. 
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL  

The project will combine laboratory and experimental techniques with bioinformatics analysis of publically 
available data (WGS, regulatory epigenetic data) and de no novo sequencing data.  

Stage 1 (CRC epigenetic and regulatory landscape): We define the epigenetic and regulatory profiles (ATAC-seq, 
histone ChIP-seq) for CRC cell lines. To resolve enhancer-promoter interactions we will perform in situ promoter 
CHi-C, linking CREs to target genes.  

Stage 2 (Data integration): Since cis-regulatory elements (CREs) and promoters represent a highly-enriched subset 
of the genome in which to search for drivers we will integrate 100,000 Genomes WGS data on >1,000 CRC 
tumours with epigenome profiling and CHi-C data.  

Stage 3 (Functional analyses): While the above work will provide good evidence for non-coding drivers, direct 
functional assessment is required to demonstrate the pathogenicity of specific variants. From Stage 2, for high 
confidence mutated CREs a more detailed functional characterisation will be performed. A set of complementary 
assessments tailored to the type(s) of mutation at that site.  

For example, (i) reporter assays (e.g. STARR-seq) to assess the effects of each mutation on gene expression in 
vitro; (ii) use of CRISPR to create mutations in human colorectal organoids or CRC cell lines and assess the effects 
on features of tumorigenesis (e.g. proliferation, viability, migration, clonal propagation); (iii) measure target gene 
expression, and interaction with gene promoters using 3C in wildtype and mutants; (iv) using predictions from 
wildtype and mutant consensus binding motifs, directly assess TF binding in wildtypes and mutants; (v) perform 
bespoke functional assessments based on the likely TFs and target genes involved (e.g. signalling pathway activity 
using cell reporter assays such as TOP/FOP-flash). These analyses will confirm functionality and also demonstrate 
which mutations are likely to be deleterious and how they act. 
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CANDIDATE PROFILE 

Note: the ICR’s standard minimum entry requirement is a relevant undergraduate Honours degree (First or 2:1) 

Pre-requisite qualifications of applicants: 

e.g. BSc or equivalent in specific subject area(s) 

BA or BSc in Natural Sciences or Lifesciences with computing 
experience 

Intended learning outcomes: 

Please provide a bullet point list (maximum of 
seven) of the knowledge and skills you expect the 
student to have attained on completion of the 
project. 

 Knowledge of the cancer biology 

 Experience in molecular biology 

 Experience in design and implement experiments 

 Experience in bioinformatics and statistics 

 Ability to write a scientific manuscript 

 Ability to work in a multi-disciplinary team 

 


